The spinning reticle seeker is the significant part of the infrared (IR) detecting system. The track of the light spot is no longer a circle because its movement is disturbed by the spinning of the missile. In this paper, we analyze the effect of the missile's spinning on target position calculation, and obtain three important conclusions for the detecting system to improve its competence. Firstly, the calculated target position swings around the actual value. Secondly, the maximum error rate decreases along with the polar radius ofthe target position. Thirdly, the period of the swinging value is the lowest common multiple of the scanning and the spinning frequencies. These conclusions are well proved by the simulation results.
The Effect of Spinning Missile on the Position Calculating of the Reticle Infrared
Detecting System With the rapid development of IR technology, military researchers paid more and more attention to IR detecting, which is one of the most important facets of IR information processing. For the surface to air and air to air detecting task, the reticle IR detecting mechanism is considered as a common non-imaging mechanism which is aimed to distinguish a target from sky background [3] .
There are two main types of information processing mechanism according to different kinds of sensors. One is the analog mechanism, and the other is the pulse mechanism which is highly relied on the accuracy of target position calculation. However, in this paper, we only focused on the latter one and the IR detection system based on it. Usually, two channels is used to control the pitch and jaw channels of the missile's position and pose, but this type of missile we focused on uses only one channel to control both pitch and jaw channels by self-spinning technology. Unfortunately, with the spinning of the missile, the synchronized signal and the detecting coordinate system will be rotated, and brings in unknown effects in position calculation. So in this paper, we first analyze the effect generated by the spinning of the missile on target position calculating, and obtain some useful conclusions which are significant to improve the precision of the reticle detecting system [8] .
II. WORKING MECHANISM OF THE RETICLE IR DETECTING SYSTEM
The reticle IR detecting system is a complicated system which is composed of optical subsystem, mechanical subsystem, and electrical subsystem. The optical subsystem is composed of a few lens that is used to focused the radiation of the target into a light spot and the four sensors that are put as the 'cross' type to distinguish the four directions of the target. The detecting coordinates system is established on the mutual upright four sensors. The mechanical subsystem has a 100 Hz conical scanning competence with which the light spot will form a full circle whose center is the target position projected on the detecting coordinates system, and when the light spot meets one ofthe four sensors, the signal of the target is generated. The electrical subsystem captures, samples, calculates the signals and gives out the detailed position information of the target As Fig. 1A shows, if the centre ofthe light spot circle is in the origin of the detecting coordinates system, the target should be in the center ofthe optical subsystem, and the four signals generated by the sensors have equal intervals, but when the light spot circle is not in the origin of the coordinates system just as Fig. IB demonstrates, the signals' intervals will no longer be equal, by using the intervals, the electrical subsystem will calculate and provide the detailed position information ofthe target [2] [4].
III. TARGET POSITION CALCULATION

A. Static Target Position Calculation
When the missile is not spinning, the target position can be obtained like this, to be convenient, suppose the radium of the scanning circle is R and the frequency of the scanning circle is CO , the length ofthe sensors is 27? , ignore the area 978-l-61284-088-8/ll/$26.00 ©2011 IEEEof light spot and the width of the sensors, then assume z is the pitch bias and y is the jaw bias, the sensors are equipped in the same direction with the pitch and jaw, the synchronized signal is generated on the lowest point of the scanning circle and the target is always within the vision of the detecting system, it will be clear that z and y can be calculated by the geographic relationship of the angles. As figure 2 demonstrates, ifa=ZAO l B , f3 = ZAO l C, then y = R sin a , z =R g cos /?.
If the target is not in the fist quadrant, the target poison can be gotten by the same method. Actually, the angle used to calculate the target position can not be measured directly, 
B. Dynamic Target Position Calculation
When the missile is spinning, the 'cross' type sensors and the synchronized signal will be rotated with the spinning of the missile, that mean the coordinates system and the time base both affected. The situation is quite complex, suppose the frequency of the scanning circle is CO and clock wise is the rotating direction, the frequency of the spinning missile is CO m and counter clock wise is the direction, the coordinate system is fixed on the sensors, just as Fig. 3 shows. In the YOZ coordinates system, the position of the light spot can be described as OL 2 =00 2 +0 2 L 2 , that means the track coordinates can be seen as:
sm(co m T) + R m *sm(co m T + co g T)
Secondly, according to the equations presented before, it is not difficult to figure out the position of the light spot using Matlab, suppose the number of the full cycle is N, as Fig. 5 expresses, the tracks are no longer full circles, they are similar to ellipses, if use the same target calculating method, obviously, the satisfied results can't be obtained, when N is getting larger and larger, the tracks of the light spot will bring a flat cirque. As the angle of the target is varied along with the spinning of the missile, in this paper, we only compare the calculated radium with the genuine radium of the target position and the result is shows in Fig. 6 . It is clear that the calculating position swings around the actual p value, and the maxim error rate decreases with the increasing of R m , further more, the frequency of the swinging value is the lowest common multiple of the two frequencies. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The spinning of the missile can bring important effects on the target calculation because the calculating coordinates system and the synchronized signal are both rotating with the spinning of the missile. The track of the light spot is becoming a flat cirque, furthermore, the calculated target position swings around the actual value, and the maxim error rate decreases with the increasing of the target polar axis, and the frequency of the swinging value is the lowest common multiple of the scanning and the spinning frequencies. These conclusions are important for the detecting system to improve its competence.
